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ABSTRACT
Spatial and temporal covariability between the atmospheric transient eddy heat fluxes (i.e., hy 0 T 0 i and
hy 0 q0 i) in the Northern Hemisphere winter (January–March) and the paths of the Gulf Stream (GS), Kuroshio
Extension (KE), and Oyashio Extension (OE) are examined based on an atmospheric reanalyses and ocean
observations for 1979–2009.
For the climatological winter mean, the northward heat fluxes by the synoptic (2–8 days) transient eddies
exhibit canonical storm tracks with their maxima collocated with the GS and KE/OE. The intraseasonal
(8 days–3 months) counterpart, while having overall similar amplitude, shows a spatial pattern with more localized maxima near the major orography and blocking regions. Lateral heat flux divergence by transient eddies
as the sum of the two frequency bands exhibits very close coupling with the exact locations of the ocean fronts.
Linear regression is used to examine the lead–lag relationship between interannual changes in the northward heat fluxes by the transient eddies and the meridional changes in the paths of the GS, KE, and OE,
respectively. One to three years prior to the northward shifts of each ocean front, the atmospheric storm
tracks shift northward and intensify, which is consistent with wind-driven changes of the ocean. Following the
northward shifts of the ocean fronts, the synoptic storm tracks weaken in all three cases. The zonally integrated northward heat transport by the synoptic transient eddies increases by ;5% of its maximum mean
value prior to the northward shift of each ocean front and decreases to a similar amplitude afterward.

1. Introduction
One of the most fundamental aspects of earth’s climate
is the latitudinal dependence of the top-of-the-atmosphere
radiative imbalance and resulting equator-to-pole heat
transport by the ocean and atmosphere. In the Northern
Hemisphere, the ocean and atmosphere carry nearly
equal amounts of the heat northward in the tropics (up
to ;158N), while the atmosphere transports most of the
heat poleward of ;408N (e.g., Trenberth and Caron 2001).
In between the two latitude bands, the ocean hands over
most of the heat to the atmosphere. The ocean-toatmosphere heat transfer is concentrated near the western
boundary current (WBC) region [i.e., the Gulf Stream
(GS) and Kuroshio–Oyashio Extension (KOE)], which
is signified by the largest ocean-to-atmosphere heat
fluxes in the globe in the annual-mean sense as well as for
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the interannual variability. Another important contrast
between the ocean and atmosphere is the very different
role of mean circulations and eddies. In the ocean, most
of the northward heat transport is carried by the mean
large-scale circulation especially in the extratropics (Jayne
and Marotzke 2002; Volkov et al. 2008; Johns et al.
2011), while the transient eddies play a significant role
in the atmospheric heat transport especially north of
;408N (Priestley 1949; Lorenz 1967; Trenberth and
Stepaniak 2003a). Therefore, the interaction between
the large-scale ocean circulation and the atmospheric
transient eddies near the GS and KOE must be a crucial
aspect of the northward heat transport.
Large meridional gradients of latent and sensible heat
fluxes across the strong SST fronts along the GS and
KOE may act to anchor the atmospheric storm tracks by
maintaining baroclinicity in the overlying atmosphere
(Hoskins and Valdes 1990; Nakamura et al. 2004). Storm
tracks in the North Atlantic and North Pacific based on
the bandpass-filtered statistics for the synoptic time scale
[;(2–8) days] are indeed collocated with the GS and
KOE (Blackmon 1976; Blackmon et al. 1977; Raphael
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1997; Chang et al. 2002). In addition, storm-track statistics
based on the tracking of individual low-pressure systems
reveal the maximum occurrence and growth rate of the
storms in these western boundary current regions (Hoskins
and Hodges 2002).
On the other hand, atmospheric intraseasonal [;(8–90)
days or ;8 days and longer and often referred to as low
frequency] transient eddy variability is more pronounced
in the eastern basins near the downstream exit region of
the synoptic storm track (Blackmon 1976; Blackmon
et al. 1977, 1984; Kushnir and Wallace 1989). Some
studies suggested the causal relationship between the
upstream synoptic variability and the downstream intraseasonal variability with a viewpoint that the synoptic
variability develops and propagates rapidly in the upstream while slowly decaying in the downstream exit
region to contribute to the intraseasonal variability
(Dole and Black 1990; Nakamura and Wallace 1990).
Intraseasonal variability contains much greater yearto-year variance than the synoptic time scale and often
is related to the atmospheric teleconnection patterns
(Blackmon et al. 1984; Kushnir and Wallace 1989; Newman
et al. 2012).
While the atmospheric heat flux by the synoptic
transient eddies is largest near the GS and KOE along
the storm tracks (Blackmon et al. 1977; Raphael 1997;
Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003b), the heat flux by the
intraseasonal transient eddies exhibits smaller zonal
scale and more localized patterns, often to the north and
south of the storm tracks (Blackmon et al. 1977; Dole
and Black 1990; Newman et al. 2012). However, Trenberth
and Stepaniak (2003a,b) demonstrated that the compensation between the heat fluxes in the high and low
frequencies (i.e., within-monthly transient and lowerfrequency quasi-stationary including mean components
in their analyses) makes a seamless smooth spatial pattern of total meridional heat flux and zonally integrated
meridional heat transport.
Recent advances in the satellite observation and atmospheric reanalyses allowed further progress of our
understanding in how the ocean and atmosphere interacts in these regions of strong ocean fronts. Minobe
et al. (2008) demonstrated that the strong gradient of the
SST across the GS leads to surface wind convergence,
which anchors a narrow band of precipitation along the
GS. Furthermore, the associated upward motion and
cloud formation exhibited the influence of the GS extends into the upper troposphere in the climatological
annual-mean fields. In a follow-up study, Minobe et al.
(2010) examined the seasonality of this mean atmospheric response. They found that deep heating dominates along the Florida Current and upstream GS in
summer, while the shallow heating dominates in winter
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along the GS. Several subsequent studies showed similar
influence of the Kuroshio in the North Pacific (Toginaga
et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2011; Sasaki et al. 2012).
In addition to the climatological mean impact of the
strong ocean fronts up to the upper troposphere, Joyce
et al. (2009) showed that the year-to-year changes in the
winter surface storm activity in each basin (measured by
the variances in the 2–8-day synoptic band of surface
wind, their vorticity, and divergence as well as the surface
turbulent fluxes) covaries with the changes in the latitude
of the GS and Kuroshio Extension (KE), respectively. If
the interannual variability of the GS and KOE is felt by
the atmosphere beyond the marine boundary into the
troposphere as shown in the climatological-mean fields,
the impact could reach beyond the narrow ocean frontal
regions through the changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation (Kelly et al. 2010; Kwon et al. 2010).
While many climate model simulations suggest such
feedback from strong ocean frontal variability to the
large-scale atmospheric circulation (e.g., Taguchi et al.
2009; Kwon et al. 2011), corresponding observational
evidences are still very limited.
Nevertheless, the GS, KE, and Oyashio Extension (OE)
exhibit prominent interannual-to-decadal variability,
especially for the fluctuation in the meridional position
of these ocean fronts (Joyce et al. 2000; Qiu and Chen
2005; Joyce et al. 2009; Frankignoul et al. 2011). KE
changes have been explained as the response to the
basin-scale wind stress curl changes associated with the
Aleutian low fluctuations, primarily the meridional
shifts, with 3–5-yr delay via the baroclinic Rossby wave
adjustment (Deser et al. 1999; Seager et al. 2001; Qiu
and Chen 2005; Qiu et al. 2007; Kwon and Deser 2007).
Studies suggest that the OE also responds to the basinscale wind stress curl changes but much faster than KE
as the barotropic Rossby wave adjustment dominates
(Qiu 2002; Nonaka et al. 2008; Frankignoul et al. 2011).
The GS path fluctuation is also shown to be driven by the
changes in the wind stress curl forcing associated with
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) with the peak
lag correlation found when NAO leads the GS by 1 yr
(Joyce et al. 2000), as well as by the changes in the equatorward Labrador Slope Water transport as a part of the
Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (Pe~
na-Molino
and Joyce 2008; Joyce and Zhang 2010).
In this study, we examine the covariability between
the winter [January–March (JFM)] atmospheric eddy
heat and moisture fluxes by transient eddies from the
surface to 50 hPa in the whole Northern Hemisphere
and the GS, KE, and OE based on an atmospheric reanalysis and the ocean frontal indices from observation.
First, we examine the climatological mean winter transient eddy fluxes with the focus on how their spatial
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distribution is coupled to the mean large-scale ocean circulation pattern. Then, the covariability between the two in
the interannual-to-decadal time scale is investigated with
the primary emphasis on how the changes in the GS path
impact the atmospheric synoptic transient eddy fluxes.

2. Data and method
a. Atmospheric variables
Daily mean variables in winter (January–March) from
the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research
and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al. 2011) for
the recent 31 years (1979–2009) are used in this study.
MERRA has ½8 latitude and 2/ 38 longitude horizontal
resolution, and our analysis is confined to the Northern
Hemisphere. (The figures are plotted for the region
north of 208N, unless noted otherwise.) Even though
MERRA has 72 hybrid sigma coordinate vertical levels,
data at only 6 selected pressure levels (i.e., 100, 200, 250,
500, and 850 hPa and sea level) are used.
Daily variables are high-pass filtered at 8 days using
the Lanczos filter with 15 weights (Duchon 1979) to calculate the synoptic transient anomaly. The result is not
sensitive to the number of weights used here. Then the
daily synoptic transient anomaly is subtracted from the
JFM mean value in each respective year to get the intraseasonal transient anomaly for the three winter months.
Note that the analysis in this paper is confined to the
winter months.

b. Calculation of transient eddy heat fluxes and heat
flux divergences
First, as described above, each daily mean variable at
our six selected levels, extracted for each winter (e.g.,
JFM 1979), is decomposed into three terms: that is, the
3-month mean hxi, synoptic (2–8 days) transient anomaly x0s , and intraseasonal (8 days–3 months) transient
anomaly x0i . For example, daily meridional winds y for
the three winter months are decomposed into
y 5 hyi 1 y 0s 1 y0i .

(1)

The seasonal mean could be further decomposed into
the zonal-mean and stationary eddy anomalies. However,
focus of this study will be limited to the transient eddies.
Then, the covariances in each 3-month period are
calculated. For example, the covariance between the
meridional wind and temperature is decomposed into
hyTi 5 hyihTi1hy 0sT 0s i1hy 0iT 0i i1hy 0sT 0i i1hy 0i T 0s i . (2)
Therefore, the total transient eddy term (hy 0 T 0 i 5
hyTi 2 hyihTi) is composed of the synoptic transient

eddy term hy 0s T 0s i and the intraseasonal transient eddy
term hy0i T 0i i 1 hy 0s T 0i i 1 hy 0i T 0s i. Although the cross product terms are negligible, they are included in the intraseasonal transient eddy term for completeness. These
covariance terms are multiplied by the seasonal-mean
density (r 5 ;1.3 kg m23) and specific heat (Cp 5
;1000 J kg21 K21), which are spatially and vertically
varying as functions of seasonal-mean pressure, temperature, and specific humidity and called the meridional sensible heat flux by transient eddies (5rCP hy0 T 0 i).
The meridional sensible heat flux terms in synoptic
and intraseasonal bands are calculated for each three
winter months for 1979–2009 to result in a time series:
one value for each of the 31 years, for the synoptic and
intraseasonal bands, respectively, at each spatial grid
point and level. The 31-yr means and their interannual
standard deviation are analyzed in the following sections.
Likewise, the meridional latent heat fluxes by transient eddies (5rLhy 0 q0 i) are calculated for synoptic and
intraseasonal bands from the covariance between the
meridional wind and specific humidity q multiplied
by the seasonal-mean density and heat of vaporization
(L 5 ;2.5 3 103 J kg21).
Vertically integrated whole atmospheric column fluxes
(W m21) for the latent and sensible components, respectively, (and also the sum) are again calculated separately for the two frequency bands:
1
g

ð Sea-level
50 hPa

(CP hy 0 T 0 i 1 Lhy 0 q0 i) dp.

(3)

Note that the vertical integrations extend to 50 hPa by
assuming linear decrease from values at 100 hPa to zero
at 50 hPa. A trapezoidal scheme was used for vertical
integration based on the pressure levels selected for
analysis. Then, the zonally integrated meridional heat
transport by transient eddies [petawatt (PW)] is calculated by zonally integrating Eq. (3) along each latitude
band. The spatial patterns are shown with the vertically
integrated fields unless noted otherwise.
In addition, the lateral heat flux divergences by transient eddies are calculated for each component and
frequency band [e.g., rCP h›(u0s T 0s )/›x 1 ›(y 0s T 0s )/›yi]
and vertically integrated.

c. Oceanic indices
Indices for the interannual-to-decadal meridional shift
in the position of the GS, KE, and OE, respectively, are
calculated from the available observations to examine
their covariability with the atmospheric transient eddy
heat fluxes. All three indices are the principal component (PC) time series of the respective leading mode
of the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) for the
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time-varying meridional position of the corresponding
ocean front.
The GS position is defined based on the latitude of
the 158C isotherm at 200 m in 558–758W using historical
temperature measurements from primarily the World
Ocean Database 2009 (Boyer et al. 2009), with seasonal
resolution since 1954 (Joyce et al. 2000). In this study,
the GS index (GSI) in the overlapping period with
MERRA from 1979 to 2006 is used. The KE index
(KEI) is defined similarly based on the latitude of the
148C isotherm at 200 m in 1428–1608E from 1980 to 2006
with seasonal resolution (Joyce et al. 2009).
Unlike the KE and GS, the OE front is mostly confined at the surface within the mixed layer (Yasuda 2003;
Nonaka et al. 2006). Therefore, the OE position is defined
as the latitude of the maximum meridional SST gradient
(dSST/dy) at each longitude from 1458 and 1708E based
on the monthly mean of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) optimum interpolation
1/ 48 daily SST [OISST; Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR)-only product; Reynolds et al.
2007] for 1982–2008 (Frankignoul et al. 2011). The monthly
OE index (OEI) is then seasonally averaged to be compared with the winter transient eddy heat flux.
Note that the indices are not fully statistically independent from each other, as the variability in these ocean
fronts could be physically correlated [also see the discussion in section 5e of Kwon et al. (2010)]. Simultaneous correlations between the KE index and the other
two indices in winter are statistically not significant at
the 90% level (r , 0.3 for both cases). However, the KE
and GS indices are much more correlated (r 5 0.68) for
the latter half of the overlapping period. Therefore, the
relationship between the KE and GS is nonstationary. In
addition, the correlation between the winter GS and OE
indices is 0.39, barely significant at the 90% level.
The mean positions of the three oceanic fronts (GS,
KE, and OE) will be indicated as thick curves in all of the
following spatial maps as a reference.

d. Lag regressions
The lag regressions of the 31-yr time series of the
winter transient eddy heat fluxes on the GS, KE, and OE
indices, respectively, are calculated after the linear
trends are removed from both the transient eddy heat
fluxes and ocean indices for the overlapping periods. In
addition, the variability correlated with the tropical SST
variability is removed from all the transient eddy heat
fluxes before the regressions are calculated to properly
estimate the responses of the transient eddy heat fluxes to
the extratropical ocean frontal variability (Frankignoul
et al. 2011). Teleconnections originating from the
tropics are the largest source of persistent variability in
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interannual and longer time scales resulting in correlated
persistent anomalies in the midlatitude ocean and atmosphere. Those signals may show up in the lag regression
with the ocean leading the atmosphere by longer than
a season and confuse the causality. Without those remote
signals, the persistence of the atmospheric intrinsic variability in the midlatitude is only a couple of weeks.
Therefore, the lag regression with the ocean leading by
a year or longer can be interpreted as the atmospheric
response to the ocean frontal variability (Frankignoul
et al. 1998; von Storch 2000).
Tropical-correlated variability is calculated as the
linear regression of the transient eddy heat fluxes on the
PC time series for the three leading EOFs of the JFM
SST in the tropical Indo-Pacific (158S–158N) and then
subtracted from the original transient eddy heat fluxes.
Likewise the regressions on the three leading PCs of
the tropical Atlantic SST are removed additionally
(Frankignoul and Kestenare 2002; Frankignoul et al.
2011). Note that the tropical signal is removed only for
the regression analyses presented in section 3c but not for
the mean and interannual variability in sections 3a and 3b.
The statistical significance of the regression or correlation coefficients is assessed according to a two-sided
Student’s t test using an effective temporal degree of
freedom taking into account serial autocorrelation
(Trenberth 1984; Bretherton et al. 1999).

e. Other data and regressions
Daily indices for the Pacific–North American (PNA)
teleconnection and the Arctic Oscillation (AO) for the
corresponding period were downloaded from the
NOAA Climate Prediction Center (http://www.cpc.ncep.
noaa.gov/). Note that these daily PNA and AO indices
are nearly orthogonal (r 5 ;20.1) but not completely
since the definition used by the Climate Prediction
Center does not require them to be orthogonal.
Regression of the daily meridional wind and temperature at 850 hPa on the PNA and AO, respectively,
is calculated for individual winters (JFM) after the
linear trends for the 3 months in all variables are removed. For these regressions, the tropical influence is
not removed.

3. Results
a. Mean spatial patterns
The 31-yr mean pattern of the winter (JFM) vertically
integrated meridional heat fluxes by the transient eddies
in the synoptic band exhibits a canonical storm-track
distribution with maximum amplitudes near the GS and
KOE (Figs. 1a–c; Blackmon et al. 1977). Collocations of
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FIG. 1. The 31-yr mean winter (JFM) vertically integrated meridional heat fluxes by transient eddies in (top) synoptic and (bottom)
intraseasonal bands. (a),(d) Sensible heat fluxes, (b),(e) latent heat fluxes, and (c),(f) sensible 1 latent heat fluxes. Contour intervals are
2 3 107 W m21. The mean positions of the GS and OE are indicated by thick black curves and KE with thick dashed curves. The projection
is for the Northern Hemisphere poleward of 208N with the latitude circles at 408, 608, and 808N.

the storm-track maxima and the mean location of the
GS and KOE are particularly clearly shown in Figs. 1a–c,
with the mean location of the ocean fronts (from independent data) indicated by thick black lines. Collocations are probably due to the strong meridional gradient
of surface air temperature and humidity associated with
the GS and KOE acting to anchor the storm track
(Hoskins and Valdes 1990; Nakamura et al. 2004). The
maximum amplitudes are ;10 3 107 and ;4 3 107 W m21
for the sensible and latent components, respectively, with
similar amplitudes in the Pacific and Atlantic in both
components. The values are consistent with previous
estimates (e.g., Peixoto and Oort 1992; Raphael 1997).
Note that the maxima in the latent component are located slightly to the south of the sensible counterparts
due to the subtropical origin of moisture.
A markedly different spatial pattern is found in the
intraseasonal time scale (Figs. 1d–f). Unlike the synoptic
time scale, the winter mean heat fluxes by the transient
eddies exhibit much more localized maxima, generally

near the major orography (i.e., downstream of the
Rockies, Greenland, and Himalayas but also near the
Bering Strait, off the west coast of the North America,
and in the KOE). These local maxima are especially
apparent with the sensible component but also present
in the latent part. The latent component also indicates
the moisture sources, such as the Gulf of Mexico. Note
that the maximum near the Gulf of Mexico in the latent
component is located to the south of the corresponding
maximum in the sensible component, as is the case for
the synoptic time scale. These local maxima are enveloped with slightly elevated heat flux that in general coincides with the storm track shown in the synoptic band
(e.g., from the lee of the Rockies to the east of Greenland).
The spatial pattern in the intraseasonal time scale is
shaped by the variability in the quasi-stationary waves
associated with the leading modes of atmospheric variability (e.g., the PNA and AO), which exhibit significant
variance in the intraseasonal band (Kushnir and Wallace
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FIG. 2. The 31-yr mean of the regressions for winter (JFM) intraseasonal daily fields at 850 hPa on daily index of (top) PNA and
(bottom) AO, respectively. Each variable is filtered for the intraseasonal band and the linear trend is removed for every 3 months. Then,
the regressions are calculated independently for each winter and the 31 regressions are averaged for the (a),(d) geopotential heights
(H; thin contours) and meridional velocity (y; thick contours) and (b),(e) temperature (T). (c),(f) The regressions for the meridional
velocity and temperature are multiplied for each winter and then 31 regressions are averaged. Positive (negative) values are contoured in
black (gray) lines. Zero contours are suppressed. Contour intervals are 10 m, 0.5 m s21, 0.5 K, and 0.5 3 106 W m22, respectively. Gray
shadings indicate the region where the mean surface pressure is less than 850 hPa.

1989; Newman et al. 2012). Figures 2a and 2b show the
strengthened Aleutian low associated with the positive
PNA accompanies cold southerly and warm northerly
anomalies in the western and eastern half of the anomalous low pressure, respectively. The covariability of
daily y 0i and T 0i associated with the PNA is then examined from the product of individual regression, which
reveals the positive covariance (i.e., northward heat
transport) near the Bering Strait and off the west coast
of North America (Fig. 2c). Local positive maxima associated with the PNA are also found downstream of the
Rockies and much weaker yet also east of Greenland
and Himalayas. Similarly, the variability associated with
the AO in the intraseasonal band explains local maxima
near the Bering Strait, downstream of Greenland, the
Rockies, and the Himalayas (Figs. 2d–f). These plots
based on the 850-hPa level are representative of different
levels as well. The AO regressions, however, show the
maximum covariability over the Labrador Sea, which is
not as apparent in the transient eddy heat flux map in

Figs. 1d–f. Unlike the intraseasonal band, projections of
daily variables on PNA and AO are negligible in the
synoptic band (not shown).
Averaged vertical profiles over the latitude band
encompassing the maximum amplitudes (308–508N; which
contains ;55% of the synoptic and ;33% of the intraseasonal vertically integrated meridional heat fluxes by
transient eddies in the whole Northern Hemisphere)
exhibit the primary maximum transient eddy heat flux at
850 hPa associated with the near-surface storm track and
the secondary maximum near 200 hPa near the tropopause in both time scales, as well as both the sensible and
latent heat components (Fig. 3). Unlike the momentum
fluxes (e.g., hy0 u0 i), the heat fluxes have their maximum
near the low-level jet because of the greater temperature and humidity variability near the surface. The two
time scales exhibit comparable amplitude throughout
the atmospheric column. On the other hand, the contribution from the latent heat flux is only two-thirds that
of the sensible heat flux and decreases dramatically as
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FIG. 3. Vertical profiles of winter (JFM) meridional heat fluxes by transient eddies averaged
over the zonal band between 308 and 508N for (a) sensible 1 latent components and
(b) synoptic 1 intraseasonal bands. The thick lines are for the 31-yr mean, and the dashed lines
indicate one standard deviation ranges.

the height increases to become negligible at 250 hPa and
above as the upper atmosphere lacks moisture.
Zonal integration of the meridional heat flux by transient eddies (i.e., the zonal integration of Fig. 1) results in
the familiar net northward heat transport by atmospheric
transient eddies as a function of latitude in petawatts
(Fig. 4; cf. Trenberth and Stepaniak 2003b). Maximum
total heat transport by transient eddies is ;3.7 PW near
358–408N, of which the half is from the synoptic band
(Fig. 4a). The intraseasonal band, however, contributes
to a much broader latitude range, while the synoptic
contribution is narrowly concentrated around the maximum
heat transport latitude. Sensible and latent components
make up two-thirds and one-third of the maximum heat
transport, respectively (Figs. 4b,c). On the other hand,
the latent component, especially in the intraseasonal
band, is the primary contributor in the tropics up to
;258N, reflecting the dominant tropical/subtropical
source of moisture (Fig. 4c), while the relative contribution from the sensible component increases monotonically poleward from there on.
The northward heat transport by the transient eddies
redistributes the excessive heat from the tropics to the
high latitudes, one of the fundamental aspects of Earth’s
climate. The meridional gradients of the northward heat

transport indicate the maximum heat flux convergence
by the synoptic and intraseasonal eddies in 408–608N and
poleward of 658N, respectively (Fig. 4a). The map of
vertically integrated lateral heat flux divergence by the
transient eddies reinforces this observation (Fig. 5).
Synoptic eddies carry heat from the warmer subtropical
gyres south of the KOE and GS to the colder subpolar
gyres side in a relatively narrow latitude range between
258 and 558N (Fig. 5a). As pointed out already, the collocations between the transition from the atmospheric
transient eddy heat flux divergence to convergence
and the mean positions of the KOE and GS are clearly
shown, considering independent sources of the data. In
particular, the maximum heat flux divergence is tightly
related to the maximum surface heat flux from the ocean
to the atmosphere just south of the GS and KE. In contrast, the intraseasonal variability exhibits the maximum
heat flux divergence farther south (e.g., the Gulf of
Mexico) and also in the eastern portion of the basin,
especially west of the British Isles, while the maximum
convergence is found in the Arctic Circle (Fig. 5b).
Furthermore, those two time scales with rather distinct
spatial patterns reveal a seamless spatial distribution as
a total (Fig. 5c). Note that the northern edge of the heat
flux divergence region in the North Atlantic tracks the
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FIG. 4. Winter (JFM) zonally integrated northward heat transport by transient eddies for (a) sensible 1 latent, (b) sensible, and
(c) latent components. The solid curves indicate 31-yr mean and
the dashed lines are for one standard deviation ranges.

position of the SST front along the North Atlantic
Current (NAC). In the North Pacific, the northern edge
of the heat flux divergence is close to the KE latitude
because of the greater contribution from the latent
surface heat flux, while the primary SST front is located
near the OE (Kelly et al. 2010; Frankignoul et al. 2011).

b. Interannual variability
Maximum interannual variability of the JFM meridional heat flux by transient eddies for the synoptic time
scale is found slightly north and downstream of the
maximum in the mean fields in both the Atlantic and
Pacific (Figs. 6a–c). The maximum standard deviations
are ;3 3 107 W m21, which is about 20% of the maximum mean values. The interannual variability in the
sensible heat flux is more than twice that in the latent
counterpart.
In the intraseasonal time scale, the interannual standard deviations are nearly two times greater than those
in the synoptic band (Figs. 6d–f), while the maximum
mean values in the two frequency bands are comparable
(Fig. 1). Thus, the amplitudes of the interannual variability

FIG. 5. The 31-yr mean winter (JFM) vertically integrated lateral
heat flux divergence by transient eddies as the sum of the sensible
and latent components in the (a) synoptic band, (b) intraseasonal
band, and (c) sum of two bands. Contour intervals are 20 W m22 for
the top two panels and 40 W m22 for the bottom panel. Isotherms
of the mean JFM SST for 68, 88, and 108C are plotted with thin black
lines. The mean positions of the GS and OE are indicated by thick
black curves, and KE is indicated by thick dashed curves.
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FIG. 6. Interannual standard deviation of 31 winter (JFM) mean vertically integrated meridional heat flux by transient eddies in (top)
synoptic and (bottom) intraseasonal bands. (a),(d) Sensible heat fluxes, (b),(e) latent heat fluxes, and (c),(f) sensible 1 latent heat fluxes.
Contour intervals are 1 3 107 W m21. In addition, 0.5 3 107 W m21 contour is added as dashed line in (b). The mean positions of the GS
and OE are indicated by thick black curves, and KE is indicated by thick dashed curve.

are about half the mean amplitudes in the intraseasonal
time scale. The maxima in the standard deviation are
mostly concentrated around the Arctic along ;608N in
the form of a circumpolar zonal wavenumber 4 pattern.
Note that there is not any noticeable local maximum
variability found near the Rockies, unlike the mean pattern. Latent heat flux variability exhibits clear local maxima off the U.S. Northwest but is overall weaker than the
sensible components in this time scale (Fig. 6e).
Interestingly, the interannual variability in the lateral
heat flux divergences in the two time scales reveals somewhat similar spatial patterns (Fig. 7), unlike what the other
fields have shown so far. Interannual variability is primarily concentrated around the GS–NAC and KOE in
both time scales, with slight downstream locations for
the intraseasonal band. The standard deviation in the
intraseasonal band is more than two times greater than
that in the synoptic band (i.e., ;90 versus ;40 W m22),
unlike the comparable amplitudes in the mean fields.
The sum of the two time scales, once again, exhibits

seamless patterns centered along the SST fronts in both
the North Atlantic and North Pacific (Fig. 7c).

c. Covariability with the GS, KE, and OE
Now we will examine how much of the interannual
variability of the winter meridional heat fluxes by transient eddies is correlated with the north–south fluctuations of the three ocean fronts, with more detailed analysis
in the case of the synoptic transient eddy heat flux and
GS. The forcing and response causality is implied from
the lag regressions as already explained in section 2d.
The regression pattern with the atmosphere leading the
ocean index is interpreted as the atmospheric pattern
responsible for (i.e., forcing) the changes in the ocean
front in subsequent years (i.e., the atmospheric forcing
pattern). On the other hand, when the ocean index leads
the atmosphere, the regression pattern is understood as
the atmospheric pattern resulting from (i.e., responding
to) the changes of the ocean fronts (i.e., the atmospheric
response pattern).
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FIG. 7. Interannual standard deviation of 31 winter (JFM) mean
vertically integrated lateral heat flux divergence by transient eddies as
the sum of the sensible and latent components in the (a) synoptic band,
(b) intraseasonal band, and (c) sum of two bands. Contour intervals are
15 W m22 for the top two panels and 20 W m22 for the bottom panel.
Isotherms of the mean JFM SST for 68, 88, and 108C are plotted with
thin black lines. The mean positions of the GS and OE are indicated by
thick black curves, and KE is indicated by thick dashed curves.
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As already stated in the introduction, the primary
emphasis of this subsection is how the changes in the
ocean front position impact the atmospheric transient
eddy fluxes, which can be shown based on the regression
patterns when the atmosphere lags the ocean index. The
regression patterns in the opposite lags (i.e., when the
atmosphere leads) are also examined to aid the proper
interpretation of the atmospheric response patterns. We
have to keep in mind that the interpretation of the regression patterns when the atmosphere leads as the atmospheric forcing for the ocean front changes is only
indirect. The atmospheric transient eddy heat fluxes do
not directly drive the ocean circulation, but they are closely
related to the storm track and large-scale atmospheric
circulation, which in turn is associated with the basin-scale
wind stress curl that drives the ocean circulation.
Figure 8 shows the lag regressions of the synoptic
transient eddy fluxes (sensible 1 latent) on the GS index
at six different lags from atmosphere leading by 3 yr to
lagging by 2 yr. When the atmosphere leads the GS index by 1–3 yr, we see the anomalous atmospheric forcing
associated with the storm track driving the meridional
shift of the GS path (Figs. 8a–c). Note that the positive
values for the GS index correspond to a northward shift
of the GS relative to its mean position. Therefore, the
significant positive regression anomalies to the north of
the GS mean position in Figs. 8a–c indicate that the
northward shift of the Atlantic storm track is associated
with the atmospheric circulation change responsible for
the northward shift of the GS in the following 1–3 yr,
which is consistent with the wind-driven changes of the
ocean circulation. The pattern is consistent for all three
lags, and the amplitude is at maximum around 2–3 yr,
which is slightly longer than previous estimates (Joyce
et al. 2000; Frankignoul et al. 2001). This relationship is
more clearly shown in Fig. 9a by adding (subtracting) the
regression anomalies to (from) the mean synoptic transient eddy fluxes. We can see the storm track strengthens
(weakens) as well as shifting northward (southward) prior
to the northward (southward) shift of the GS.
When the GS index leads the transient eddy fluxes
by either 1 or 2 yr (Figs. 8e–f), negative anomalies
are found in farther downstream near the NAC. Again,
the pattern is consistent between the two lags. Since the
atmosphere lags the GS index by time scales much
longer than the atmospheric intrinsic persistence time
scale, the regression pattern is interpreted as the response
to the changes in the ocean associated with the GS shift.
This atmospheric response suggests that when the GS
shifts to the north (south), the storm track becomes
weaker (stronger) and contracts (extends) near the exit
region of the Atlantic storm track (Fig. 9b). The amplitude of the anomalies in the atmospheric response
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FIG. 8. Lag regressions of winter (JFM) vertically integrated meridional heat flux by synoptic transient eddies on the winter GSI.
Positive (negative) regression coefficients are contoured with black (gray) lines. Zero contours are suppressed. Contour intervals are 0.2 3
107 W m21, and shadings indicate regression values significant at 90%. The mean positions of the GS and OE are indicated by thick black
curves, and KE is indicated by thick dashed curve.

pattern is about ;40% of the interannual standard deviation in the synoptic transient eddy flux. On the other
hand, that in the regression pattern associated with the
atmospheric forcing is slightly greater.
For the GS shift to cause changes in the atmospheric
circulation, it should communicate with the atmosphere
through the SST and heat flux anomalies. Figure 10a
exhibits that the large-scale positive SST anomalies form
along the GS from the upstream near the Cape Hatteras
to the east of the Grand Banks associated with the
northward shift of the GS. The anomalies are coherent
and wider in the downstream, even though the GS index
is based on the region west of 558W only. In addition to
the positive anomalies along the ocean front, negative
SST anomalies are also found along the western boundary and western half of the subpolar gyre, which is driven
by the enhanced cyclonic gyre circulation and heat loss to
the atmosphere in the subpolar North Atlantic associated with the positive phase of the NAO (Visbeck et al.
2003), which is also related to the northward shift of the
storm track and GS at the same time. Therefore, the largescale meridional dipole SST anomaly could effectively

impact the atmospheric baroclinicity, hence the storm
track. The maximum negative anomalies in the response
pattern of the synoptic transient eddy heat flux (zoomed
in from Fig. 8f to Fig. 10b) are located closely downstream of the positive SST anomalies. Note that the SST
anomalies at lag 5 0 are similar to those of lag 5 1 yr, but
the latter exhibits a slightly more expanded warm anomaly
pattern along the GS, probably due to the mean advection of the anomalous SST.
The time series and autocorrelation for the JFM transient eddy flux near the maximum response region (408–
558N, 108–508W) exhibit very different characteristics to
those for the GS index (Figs. 11a–c). The transient eddy
fluxes are dominated by year-to-year fluctuations and its
autocorrelation drops to nearly zero within a year, which
is typical for the midlatitude atmosphere. On the other
hand, the GS index is dominated by decadal variability.
The lag correlation between the two time series shows
two peaks—that is, the positive peak when the atmosphere
leads by 2 yr, representing the atmospheric forcing, and
the negative peak when the GS leads by 1 yr, revealing
the atmospheric response (Fig. 11d). The autocorrelation
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FIG. 9. Total winter (JFM) meridional heat fluxes by synoptic transient eddies corresponding to the 6 one standard deviation changes in
the winter GSI. Black (gray) contours are for the GS at the anomalously northern (southern) position—that is, the climatological
winter mean shown in Fig. 1a plus (minus) the regression shown in (a) Fig. 8b and (b) Fig. 8e, respectively. Contour intervals are 4 3
107 W m21.

of the transient eddy heat flux has a curious negative
peak at the 3-yr lag (Fig. 11b), which is not due to the
tropical influence since the tropical influences are removed already. Considering the internal variability of
the atmosphere to be white noise, it actually may be due
to the response generated by the GS, which is 3 yr apart
from the maximum forcing (Fig. 11d). However, the
peak in the lag correlation in Fig. 11d when the GS leads
by 1 yr barely misses being significant at the 90% level,
though it is consistent with the other lag regression results (Figs. 8–10).

In addition, the vertical zonal sections of the atmospheric response and forcing averaged over 408–558N
reveal very distinct structures. The forcing pattern (i.e.,
the regression when the atmosphere leads by 2 yr) exhibits the maximum near 850 hPa associated with the
low-level storm track in 408–708W (Figs. 12a,c). In contrast, the response is farther downstream (208–408W)
and penetrates into the upper troposphere (;300 hPa)
with the maximum in 500–800 hPa (Fig. 12b). These
distinctions suggest that the response pattern is not a
statistical artifact due to periodicity in either variable.

FIG. 10. Lag regressions of winter (JFM) SST on the winter GSI when the SST lags by 1 yr. Positive (negative) regression coefficients are
contoured with red (blue) lines. Zero contours are suppressed. Contour intervals are 0.28C, and shadings indicate regression values
significant at 90%. (a) Isotherms of the mean JFM SST for 68, 88, and 108C are plotted with the thin black line on top of the SST anomalies.
(b) Orange (positive) and navy blue (negative) contours corresponding synoptic transient eddy meridional heat flux regression from Fig.
8e are added on top of the same SST anomalies.
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FIG. 11. (a) Winter (JFM) vertically integrated meridional heat flux by synoptic transient
eddies averaged over 408–558N, 108–508W (black) and the winter GSI (gray) time series.
(b) Autocorrelation of the synoptic transient eddy heat flux time series in (a). (c) Autocorrelation of the GSI. (d) Lag correlation between the synoptic transient eddy heat flux and GSI.
The lag is positive when the transient eddy heat flux leads. Dashed lines indicate the 90%
confidence interval.

Interestingly, the interannual root-mean-square values
are slightly enhanced in the midtroposphere around 208–
408W (Fig. 12d), collocated with the maximum response.
Note that there is an indication of an interbasin connection between the North Atlantic and North Pacific,
both in the atmospheric lead/lag patterns, with a somewhat greater extent in the case of atmospheric lagging
(Fig. 8). This is consistent with the fact that the GS and
KE/OE indices are weakly correlated (r 5 ;0.3), as discussed already in section 2c. Of course, we have to keep in
mind that the statistical significance is tested only at the
90% significance level.
The zonal integration of the regression anomalies for
the transient eddy heat flux or equivalently the regression
of the zonally integrated northward heat transport gives
the anomalous northward heat transport by transient
eddies associated with forcing for and response to the

northward shift of the GS (Fig. 13a). When the atmosphere leads the northward GS shift, the northward heat
transport increases to the north of the maximum heat
transport latitude (;408N) and slightly decreases to the
south, thus reflecting the northward shift and increase
of the maximum heat transport, consistent with the
northward shift and intensification of the storm track in
Figs. 8a–c and 9a. The equator-to-pole average of the
anomalies is nonzero, which indicates the northward
heat transport is amplified overall. (Note that lag 5 1 yr
is used here for consistency with the KE and OE cases
discussed later, but lag 5 2 yr gives a very similar result.)
On the other hand, when the GS leads, the opposite is
true. The heat transport decreases (slightly increases) to
the north (south) of the maximum mean transport latitude for a northward (southward) GS excursion, which
is consistent with reduced northward heat flux by the
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FIG. 12. (a),(b) Lag regressions of winter (JFM) meridional heat flux by synoptic transient eddies averaged for 408–
558N on the winter GSI. Positive (negative) regression coefficients are contoured with black (gray) lines. Zero
contours are suppressed. Contour intervals are 0.2 3 103 W m22, and shadings indicate regression values significant at
90%. (c) Climatological mean and (d) interannual standard deviation for the winter on the corresponding zonal
section; Contour intervals are 2 3 103 and 0.5 3 103 W m22, respectively.

synoptic transient eddies near the exit region of the
Atlantic storm track following the GS shifts northward
(Figs. 8e,f and 9b).
Regression analyses are also done for the KE and OE
indices with the synoptic transient eddy fluxes, which are
only briefly reported here. Similar negative feedback
patterns are found associated with the northward shift
of the KE (i.e., positive eddy flux anomalies when the
atmosphere leads and negative anomalies when the
KE leads; Figs. 14a,b). The atmospheric forcing pattern
(when the synoptic transient eddy fluxes lead by 1 yr;
Fig. 14a) exhibits the northward shift of the storm tracks
across the North Pacific and strengthening near the
maximum prior to the northward shift of the KE. The
interbasin connection to the North Atlantic is particularly
strong in this case. Response patterns (when the KE leads
by 1 yr; Fig. 14b) are opposite signed, and the significant
anomalies are mostly confined near the KOE, while the
maximum forcing anomalies are located downstream
around the date line, which is consistent with the previous coupled model studies (Kwon and Deser 2007;
Kwon et al. 2011). The associated zonally integrated
northward heat transport (Fig. 13b) exhibits larger amplitude changes compared to the GS case, partly because

of the pronounced interbasin connection and also the
relatively larger width of the Pacific Ocean. Prior to the
northward shift of the KE, the overall northward heat
transport increases and shifts northward, while the
overall amplitude decreases when the northward excursions of the KE lead.
For the regression on the OE index, the atmospheric
forcing pattern (when the atmosphere leads by 1 yr; Fig.
14c) also suggests the northward shift of the storm track
with intensification near the maximum, similar to the
KE and GS cases. The response pattern clearly suggests
the southward shift at least in the western North Pacific
(Fig. 14d). The zonally integrated anomalous northward
heat transports are also similar to the KE case (Fig. 13c).
In the intraseasonal time scale, both the atmospheric
forcing and response patterns are very different from
those in the synoptic time scale and are dominated by
the smaller spatial scale with a hint of quasi-stationary
waves (Fig. 15). The interaction between the intraseasonal transient eddies and the changes in the path of
the ocean fronts seems distinct from that associated with
the synoptic eddies, but the detail investigation is left
for a follow-up study and we will only make a brief description here. The smaller spatial scale and the 90%
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FIG. 13. Lag regressions of winter (JFM) zonally integrated northward heat transport by (top) synoptic,
(middle) intraseasonal, and (bottom) synoptic 1 intraseasonal eddies on the (left) GSI, (center) KEI, and
(right) OEI. The gray (black) lines are when the atmosphere leads (lags) the WBC indices by 1 yr. The thick
parts of the regression curves indicate values significant at 90%. Note that the zonal integration of the heat
fluxes are calculated circumglobally.

statistical significance level require caution in the interpretation of these patterns, especially the nonlocal
anomalies. However, the anomalies driven by the western
boundary current region heating may propagate remotely
downstream in a quasi-stationary wavelike pattern (Kwon
et al. 2011). The amplitude of the anomalies in the intraseasonal time scale is comparable or larger than that
of the synoptic band and often dominates the sum of the
two especially in the high latitudes near the Arctic (not
shown). In some cases, the synoptic and intraseasonal
transient eddy heat flux regression anomalies have the
same sign locally (e.g., the positive anomalies near the
GS and the negative anomalies near the Labrador Sea
when the atmosphere leads the northward shift of the
GS). The similar synergetic effect of the increased
northward heat flux by transient eddies is seen in the
North Pacific preceding the northward shift of the KE.

Zonal cancellation in the quasi-stationary wavelike
anomalies results in slightly smaller zonally integrated
anomalous northward heat transports by the intraseasonal
transient eddies compared to those by the synoptic
eddies, except for the case of the GS (Figs. 13d–f).
However, the contribution from the intraseasonal band
becomes dominant in the tropics and subtropics. The
sums of the anomalous northward heat transports in the
two frequency bands reach about 60.1 PW in all three
cases (Figs. 13g–i). Anomalies associated with the shift
of GS show overall decrease in the northward heat
transport both before and after the northward shift of the
GS, while the anomalies associated with the KE and OE
exhibit the changes in sign, though the regressions are
hardly significant at 90%. These anomalous heat transports could add up or cancel out with each other depending on the relative phasing of the changes in three
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FIG. 14. Lag regressions of winter (JFM) vertically integrated meridional heat flux by synoptic transient eddies on the winter (a),(b) KEI
and (c),(d) OEI. Positive (negative) regression coefficients are contoured with black (gray) lines. Zero contours are suppressed. Contour
intervals are 0.2 3 107 W m21, and shadings indicate regression values significant at 90%. The mean positions of the GS and OE are
indicated by thick black curves, and KE is indicated by thick dashed curve.

ocean fronts. In addition, the sum of these anomalies
should be compensated by the sum of the seasonal-mean
atmospheric heat transport (including contribution from
the stationary eddies), net radiative flux at the top of the
atmosphere, and the ocean heat transport.

4. Summary and discussion
We have examined the spatial and temporal covariability
between the meridional heat fluxes by the atmospheric

transient eddies in the Northern Hemisphere winter
(January–March) and the paths of the three major ocean
fronts in the western boundary current regions (i.e., GS,
KE, and OE) for 1979–2009.
For the climatological mean, the northward heat fluxes
by the synoptic transient eddies exhibited canonical
storm tracks with their maximum amplitude collocated
with the mean position of the GS and KE/OE in the
North Atlantic and North Pacific, respectively. On the
other hand, the intraseasonal counterpart showed a very
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FIG. 15. Lag regressions of winter (JFM) vertically integrated meridional heat flux by intraseasonal transient eddies on the winter (a),(b)
GSI, (c),(d) KEI, and (e),(f) OEI. Positive (negative) regression coefficients are contoured with black (gray) lines. Zero contours are
suppressed. Contour intervals are 0.5 3 107 W m21, and shadings indicate regression values significant at 90%. The mean positions of the
GS and OE are indicated by thick black curves, and KE is indicated by thick dashed curve.

different spatial pattern with more localized maximum
near the major orographic features and near the blocking regions, primarily associated with the AO and PNA
variability. The mean spatial pattern of the lateral divergence of vertically integrated heat fluxes by transient
eddies revealed distinct contributions from the synoptic
and intraseasonal bands, while the sum of the two frequency bands exhibits very close coupling with the exact
locations of the ocean fronts.
Linear regression was used to examine the lead–lag
relationship between the interannual changes in the
northward heat fluxes by the transient eddies and the
changes in the paths of the GS, KE, and OE, respectively. One to three years prior to the northward shifts of
each ocean front, the atmospheric storm track shifted
northward and intensified, which is consistent with
the wind-driven changes of the ocean circulation as the
northward shift of the storm track is associated with
the northward shift of the wind stress curl. While the
changes in the atmospheric transient eddy heat fluxes were
concentrated near the storm-track maxima when the atmosphere led, the anomalies were primarily found near the

downstream storm-track exit region following the ocean
changes. After northward shifts of the ocean fronts, the
synoptic storm tracks weakened in all three cases. In terms
of the zonally integrated northward heat transport by the
atmospheric synoptic transient eddies, the heat transport
increased by ;5% of its maximum mean value prior to the
northward shift of each ocean front and decreased to
a similar amplitude following the ocean front shifts.

a. Ocean-to-atmosphere feedback in the lateral heat
flux divergence
Perhaps the clearest evidence of ocean-to-atmosphere
feedback presented in this paper is in the climatological
mean spatial pattern of the lateral heat flux divergence
by transient eddies (Fig. 5). As Seager et al. (2002) articulated, the atmospheric circulation (synoptic plus
quasi-stationary intraseasonal eddies in our study) defines the basin-scale heat flux divergence pattern (i.e.,
the atmosphere is heated by the warm subtropical ocean
and carries heat to the colder subpolar and Arctic regions).
However, the detailed spatial pattern of the boundary
between the atmospheric heat flux divergence and
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convergence regions (for the sum of the synoptic and
intraseasonal bands) tracking the ocean fronts is too
fine a scale to be set by the atmospheric circulation
alone.
More specifically, the northern edge of the heat flux
divergence region (reddish shading in Fig. 5c) in the
North Atlantic tracks remarkably well the NAC front
marked by three SST isotherms. The match between the
two, along the paths of ocean currents (e.g., the Northwest Corner, the separation near the Flemish Cap, and
then the North Atlantic Drift over the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge), is primarily guided by the ocean bathymetry.
Even in the North Pacific where the topographic steering of the KE and OE currents is not as dramatic as the
North Atlantic, there may be a hint of KE meandering
imprinted on the lateral heat flux divergence with the
wavy zero divergence region between the coast of Japan
and the date line. This result strongly suggests the ocean
front determines the position of the atmospheric storm
track not only for the synoptic eddies near the strong
SST front in the western basin (cf. Nakamura et al.
2004) but also for the low-frequency eddies around the
relatively weaker SST front in the eastern basin, of
which implication is further discussed in the next
subsection.
It is worth being reminded that the lateral heat flux
divergence is calculated for the whole atmospheric column vertically integrated from the surface to 50 hPa.
Therefore, if the atmospheric internal variability in the
upper-level jet dominantly shapes the pattern, there
should not be such a close correspondence between the
lateral heat flux divergence pattern and the ocean fronts.
Instead, the lateral heat flux by the transient eddies and
its divergence are dominated by the contribution from
the lower-level jet (Fig. 3), which could be more strongly
coupled to the underlying ocean. A similar seamless
pattern is hinted in Fig. 4 of Trenberth and Stepaniak
(2003b), though they did not emphasize the role of the
ocean fronts.

b. Intraseasonal transient eddies
While strong evidence of the atmospheric transient
eddies feeling the underlying SST front is presented, the
mechanism is not clear. Previous studies suggested mechanisms for ocean-to-atmosphere feedback to the synoptic
transient eddies near a strong ocean front (Hoskins and
Valdes 1990; Nakamura et al. 2004). However, our results suggest not only the synoptic eddies but also the
intraseasonal eddies are impacted by the existence of
the ocean fronts, especially in the eastern North Atlantic
(Figs. 5b,c).
This region coincides with one of the major blocking
regions in the Northern Hemisphere (Tyrlis and Hoskins
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2008). Recently, H€
akkinen et al. (2011) reported that the
occurrence frequency of the North Atlantic blocking,
one of the most prominent intraseasonal weather phenomena in the extratropics, shows a prominent multidecadal variability in phase with the Atlantic multidecadal
variability (AMV; also often called Atlantic multidecadal
oscillation). They focused on the role of blocking anticyclones in driving changes in ocean circulation associated with the AMV. Perhaps an even more intriguing
open question would be why the blocking, an intraseasonal
weather phenomena, exhibits such a multidecadal variability, to what extent the ocean-to-atmosphere feedback plays a role, and whether the AMV is a resulting
coupled ocean–atmosphere mode of variability (Woolings
2011).
Our result provides a piece of evidence for a significant ocean-to-atmosphere feedback associated with the
intraseasonal transient eddies at least in the mean sense.
Furthermore, the GS position index used in this study
extends back to 1954 and contains a significant multidecadal variability, although only the 1979–2006 portion
is used in this study (Joyce et al. 2000). However, the
lead–lag regressions for the interannual variability of the
intraseasonal transient eddy heat flux and the ocean
fronts were difficult to interpret (Fig. 15a). Relatively
heterogeneous spatial patterns, larger variability, and
inherently longer time scales in the intraseasonal band
(compared to the synoptic band) result in a smaller signalto-noise ratio. Therefore, a further careful investigation
is needed for the ocean-to-atmosphere feedback in the
intraseasonal time scale. In particular, the dynamical
link between the synoptic and intraseasonal eddies and
their response to the ocean front needs to be clarified
[e.g., by examining how the convergence of the synoptic
eddy vorticity flux is collocated with the intraseasonal
eddies; Nakamura et al. (1997)]. Perhaps an atmospheric
general circulation model with specified SST anomalies
associated with the ocean front changes may be useful.
In addition to coupling through heat fluxes, the ocean–
atmosphere feedback through momentum exchanges
may also play important role, especially driving ocean
circulation changes.

c. Ocean–atmosphere coupling and decadal climate
variability
In addition to the intriguing possibility of the ocean–
atmosphere coupling through the intraseasonal blocking
to drive the AMV, our results suggest that the ocean–
atmosphere coupling could be active for the interannualto-decadal variability in both the North Atlantic and
North Pacific.
The lead–lag relationship between the synoptic transient eddy northward heat flux and the GS path suggests
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that the atmospheric patterns preceding the northward
shift of the GS and those following are overall opposite
signed, and their maximum anomalies are separated by
;3 yr, which implies a weak ;6-yr oscillatory mode due
to ocean–atmosphere coupling. Perhaps, the relatively
high-frequency-dominated (around 5 yr) NAO variability in the recent 3 decades could be associated with
our observations.
Similar opposite-signed regression patterns were found
associated with the KE and OE variability. Previous
studies primarily based on climate models also suggested
an ocean–atmosphere coupled mode responsible for the
decadal variability in the North Pacific, which involves
opposite-signed atmospheric circulation preceding and
following the KE changes (Pierce et al. 2001; Kwon and
Deser 2007). On the other hand, Frankignoul et al.
(2011) showed that atmospheric forcing and response
patterns associated with the meridional shift of the OE
have the same sign and may be related to a North Pacific
Oscillation (NPO)-like pattern, which implies a positive
feedback, instead.
Previous studies on the midlatitude ocean–atmosphere
coupled mode are almost exclusively based on the lowfrequency variability of monthly or seasonal mean
values. On the other hand, our results are based on the
low-frequency variability of the synoptic and intraseasonal variances. In addition, our result hints at a possible link to the Bjerknes compensation, which suggests
anomalies of oceanic and atmospheric meridional energy transport should be equal and opposite (Bjerknes
1964). However, this speculation can only be confirmed
by further examining the atmospheric terms not included
in this study, for example, stationary eddy heat fluxes and
the ocean heat transport at the same time.

d. Seasonality
We have focused only on the three winter months
(January–March) in this study. JFM exhibits the strongest northward heat fluxes and northward heat transports through the transient eddies (not shown). The
October–December transient eddy heat fluxes and heat
transports are nearly as strong as the JFM ones, while
the minimum heat fluxes and transports are in July–
September with their maximum amplitude reaching only
50%–60% of JFM’s maximum. Since the atmospheric
and ocean circulation exhibit a strong seasonal cycle,
covariability between the two could also have seasonality.
In-depth analysis of the seasonal dependency in this paper is left for a future study.
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